Surface-Anchored Thiol-Reactive Soft Interfaces: Engineering Effective Platforms for Biomolecular Immobilization and Sensing.
Fabrication of antibiofouling, specifically reactive polymeric coatings that undergo facile functionalization with thiol-bearing small molecules and ligands, yields effective platforms for biomolecular immobilization and sensing. Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-based copolymers containing alkoxysilyl groups to enable surface-anchoring and furan-protected maleimide groups as latent thiol-reactive moieties as side-chains were synthesized. Reactive interfaces were obtained by coating these copolymers onto Si/SiO2 or glass surfaces and activating the maleimide groups to their thiol-reactive forms via thermal treatment. A series of surfaces modified with copolymers containing varying amounts of maleimide groups were synthesized. Effectiveness of surface modification was probed using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, contact angle goniometry, ellipsometry and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Facile surface modification through thiol-maleimide conjugation was established by attachment of a thiol-containing fluorescent dye, namely BODIPY-SH. It was demonstrated that these surfaces allow spatially localized modification through microcontact printing. Importantly, the extent of surface modification could be tuned by varying the initial composition of the copolymer used for coating. Using fluorescence microscopy, it was observed that increasing amount of fluorescent dye was attached onto surfaces fabricated with copolymers with increasing amount of masked maleimide groups. Thereafter, the thiol-maleimide conjugation was utilized to decorate these surfaces with biotin, a protein-binding ligand. It was observed that though these biotinylated surfaces were able to bind Streptavidin effectively, some nonspecific binding was observed on places that were not in conformal contact with the stamp during microcontact printing. This nonspecific binding was eliminated upon neutralizing the residual maleimide units on the printed surface using thiol-containing PEG. Notably, fluorescence analysis of Streptavidin immobilized onto biotinylated surfaces fabricated using varying amounts of maleimide demonstrated that the amount of immobilized protein could be tuned by varying surface composition. It can be envisioned that facile fabrication of these maleimide-containing polymeric surfaces, their effective functionalization in a tunable manner to engineer interfaces for effective immobilization or sensing of biomolecules in a spatially controlled manner would make them attractive candidates for various biotechnological applications.